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current state of supervision practice. The aim of
this project is to report on the current clinical
exercise physiology supervisory practices in
Australia and to develop key recommendations
for sustainable and high quality future

RESULTS

The survey was completed by 129 exercise
physiolOgy placement supervisors. Supervisors
were mostly young. work most often in

supervision capacity.

private practice, were predominantly located

METHODS

supervising for three or less years. Respondents

The link to an online, anonymous clinical

were equally divided regarding whether they

in metropolitan cities and have mostly been

placement supervision survey was emailed

would like to and be capable of supervising

to clinical placement supervisors throughout

additional students. Issues that emerged

Australia via nineteen particip"ating universities.

include documentation and reporting processes,

The procedures and the survey were approved

competencies and assessment, communication
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by the James Cook University Research Ethics

across stakeholders, scheduling logistics, and
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Committee and all participants provided

cost (time, funds, resources).

consent by answering 'yes' to the 'agree to
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participate' question at the start of the survey.
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The survey remained open for six weeks,
took approximately 20 minutes to complete
and included select-a-response and free-text
questions across five key areas: supervisory

INTRODUCTION

experience, characteristics of current practice,

Increased access to higher education and

processes associated with supervision and

increased integration of work-based learning

developing competency, supervisor education,

experiences into professional degree programs

and demographic descriptors. Responses were

has led to a greater demand for high quality
student placement supervision. Clinical exercise
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analysed using a combination of qualitative

CONCLUSION

These findings have led to the development
of sixteen recommendations for exercise
physiology placement practice with a specific
focus on assuring future high quality clinical
placement capacity1.
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